Word Search Puzzle

This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle. The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you've entered them.

Retro Cross #7

(3) APT AWE BAR DEE JAW NEE NIP
(4) AGOG ANOA APEX ATOP AURA AWED BREW USE YAP
(5) ERIE EPEE ENOS ERIE ERIS ERNE
GENT GLOW IOWA JAVA LENT LIRA
NOTE OPEN RISE RUIN SESS SEWS SNIT
SOLE SORI STIR TEAL TOSS USER WAGE
WAKA WASP (6) CATNAP EASELS ENTRAP EVOKED
NOISES STORE STRIP (7) HEARTEN SEVERAL (10) SORDELLINA UNWAVERING (11) DRAWSTRINGS
EXTRAVAGANT
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